
Curriculum Overview
In the EIF, Ofsted set out a conception of a quality curriculum, understanding that curriculum is different from pedagogy. This is based on both
the Ofsted review of existing research and their own curriculum research programme. Ofsted define progress in curricular terms as knowing
more and remembering more, so a curriculum needs to carefully plan for that progress by considering the building blocks and
sequence in each subject. Curriculum is about what teachers teach and when, and what pupils learn.

Subject overview: Physical Education

Curriculum Intent:

“A curriculum that is ambitious and designed to give all pupils, particularly disadvantaged pupils and including pupils with SEND, the knowledge and
cultural capital they need to succeed in life”

Physical Education at Lilian Baylis School supports the school’s focus on healthy living. This enables students to be in touch with their social,
mental and physical well-being and for them to be equipped with the tools to recognise areas for development when it comes to maintaining a
healthy, active lifestyle.
We do this through the acquisition of skills, teaching and promotion of sportsmanship which marries in with our 5 school values of
ASPIRATION, RESILIENCE, RESPONSIBILITY, ACHIEVEMENT and RESPECT. Furthermore, we offer a broad range of activities that
promotes a long lasting love of sport and physical activity. We pride ourselves on our anti racist and anti sexist ethos which is championed
within the PE department. We do this through:

- Teaching a varied and inclusive curriculum covering a multitude of sports and physical activities allowing students to achieve their sporting potential
and to enjoy physical activity

- Providing a wide range of extra curricular activities and forging community sport links
- The combination of theory and practical brings the subject alive and provides lessons with immediate purpose
- Empowering our students to see themselves as ambassadors in our subject
- Promotes an anti racist and anti sexist approach to sport and challenge stereotypes at every opportunity

“The curriculum is coherently planned and sequenced towards acquiring skills and knowledge cumulatively preparing students for their next stage of
learning and future employment.”

In PE we plan for students to understand both the Disciplinary knowledge of the subject and the Substantive knowledge that is derived from it. This helps
students to develop building blocks set upon a sound foundation of fundamental skills, levels of fitness, knowledge and understanding. Larger concepts are



introduced and investigated from which students can build constellations of new knowledge. This also helps them understand the inter connectivity and
interdependence of physical education. For example, how multiple components of fitness are required for different disciplines within sport and the importance
of mental and physical preparation for all physical activity
Furthermore, disciplinary knowledge is used when pupils consider how the body systems work interdependently, and how they can learn from the practices of
successful athletes. Substantive knowledge sets out the content that pupils will learn. In PE, we follow the guidance set out in the national curriculum: 1) by
developing competence to excel in a broad range of physical activities 2) Ensuring students are physically active for sustained periods of time 3) can engage
in competitive sports and activities 4) and lead healthy, active lives.

LBTS PE Curriculum Map Link: https://docs.google.com/document/d/14Soc5MEfUEv0exnFxLzp75WKEdWo2EIh-ESM82IH5g8/edit?usp=sharing

“The curriculum is successfully adapted, designed or developed to be ambitious and meet the needs of pupils with SEND, developing their knowledge,
skills and abilities to apply what they know and can do with increasing fluency and independence” This is achieved through differentiation by task, group,
support and outcome and utilising AFL strategies that encourage inclusivity and stretch and challenge.

In PE we are fully inclusive. We use a range of strategies for SEND students to be able to access and progress through the full curriculum. All students in
class are taught the full curriculum and will access the learning objectives through the differentiation strategies outlined above..

Curriculum Planning - GJa:
Year: 7 GJa Aut Spr Sum

Students’ starting point From KS2
- use running, jumping,

throwing and catching in
isolation and in combination

- apply basic principles
suitable for attacking and
defending

- perform dances using a
range of movement patterns

- Baseline testing upon arrival
to ascertain current fitness
levels

From KS2 and Aut. term
- Fundamental knowledge

and understanding of skills
utilised in invasion games

- Ability to select and apply
these skills effectively and
appropriately

- Basic understanding of
tactics associated with
offense and defence

- Definitions of 3 components
of PHYSICAL fitness
relevant to sport covered

From KS2 Aut + Spr term
- Fundamental knowledge and
understanding of skills utilised in
invasion games, net games and floor
gymnastics
- Understand body tension and
aesthetic appreciation
- Understand the scoring
system and method of victory
- Definitions of 4-5 components
of PHYSICAL fitness relevant to
sport covered

Big concepts to learn Theory
Remember the PHYSICAL

Theory
Remember the remaining

Theory
- Knowledge of location and



components of fitness DEFINITION
NEEDED:

- Aerobic fitness
- The others depend upon

their relevance to the sport
being taught. E.g. Speed -
winger in football

Remember the components of a
warm up and cool down

Students will understand their levels
of aerobic fitness based upon the
results of their 12 min run or bleep
test scores.

Practical
- Basic skills, techniques and

tactics used in sports to
outwit opponents

- Basic skills, techniques and
tactics in physical activities -
including gym/trampolining
(see curric. map above for
sports covered)

- Fundamental rules and
regulations (see curric. map
above for sports covered)

- Importance of group
cohesion and teamwork

- Problem solving and guided
discovery encouraged

- Identifying strengths and
weaknesses of their own
and others’ performances

- Safety factors during
physical activity and sport,
including the importance of

PHYSICAL components of fitness
DEFINITION NEEDED:

- Body composition
- The others depend upon

their relevance to the sport
being taught. E.g. Flexibility
- gymnastics splits

Remember some of the immediate
effects of exercise on the CR
system - E.g. Increased HR

Practical
- Basic skills, techniques and

tactics used to develop
aesthetic performances in
floor gymnastics

- Basic skills, techniques and
tactics required in net
games

- Fundamental rules and
regulations associated with
gymnastics and net games
(see curric. map above for
sports covered)

- Importance of Teamwork
when creating partner
balances

- Problem solving and guided
discovery. E.g. net games -
exploiting an opponent’s
weakness, gymnastics -
selecting the right level of
difficulty to achieve mastery

- Identifying strengths and
areas for development
within your own and others’
performances

name of the following
muscles in the lower and
upper body:

- Quadriceps
- Hamstrings
- Biceps
- Triceps

Remember all 6 components of
PHYSICAL fitness

Remember some of the immediate
effects of exercise on the CR system
- E.g. Increased BR

Practical
- Basic skills, techniques and

tactics used in athletic
activities and striking games

- Basic skills, techniques and
tactics in physical activities -
including gym/trampolining
(see curric. map above for
sports covered)

- Fundamental rules and
regulations (see curric. map
above for sports covered)

- Teamwork
- Problem solving and guided

discovery
- Identifying strengths and

weaknesses
- Some compositional ideas to

improve Dance - linked to
after school provision

- Safety factors during physical
activity and sport (see curric
map for current sport



a warm up (see curric map
for current sport covered)

- Some compositional ideas
to improve Dance - after
school clubs

- Safety factors during
physical activity and sport
(see curric map for current
sport covered)

covered)

Hierarchy and sequence
of constellation
knowledge
(what will be taught and
when)
Include progress tasks

Invasion Games (student
agency/choice)

L1- Introduce PE expectations and
the safety considerations. Fitness
testing for CV (12 min run bleep
test)
L2 - Introduce the components of a
warm up. Basic skills and
techniques
L3 - Introduce the rules and
regulations. Basic skills and
techniques

L4 - PROGRESS TASK - Mastery
of technique and skills taught. Q
AND A of theory - FB

L5 - Identify the definition of aerobic
fitness. Close LGs.
L6 - Identify the definition of
flexibility. Application of skills and
techniques in competitive situations
L7 - Revisit C of F. Introduce tactics
skills to outwit opponents

L8 - PROGRESS TASK - Mastery
of technique, skills and
techniques taught. Q AND A of
theory

L1 - Introduce body tension linking
to aesthetics. Gymnastic specific
warm up
L2 - Focus on mastery of individual
balances

L3 - PROGRESS TASK - Mastery
of technique and skills taught. Q
AND A of theory - FB

L4 - Focus on mastery of methods
of travel
L5 - Linking methods of travel
together with individual balances
(transitions)

L6 - PROGRESS TASK - Mastery
of technique and skills taught
demonstrated in a 6 part
sequence

New sport - Net game
L7 - Introduce the fundamentals of
racquet sports. Purpose/basic rules
L8 - Serving
L9 - Forehand (flat)

L10 - PROGRESS TASK -
Mastery of technique and skills
taught. Q AND A of theory - FB

L1 - Introduce the different disciplines
for athletics and the related c of
Physical fitness. Shot putt lesson
(see master lesson plan)
L2 - Sprint lesson (see master lesson
plan)
L3 - High Jump (see master lesson
plan)

L4 - PROGRESS TASK - Mastery of
technique and skills taught in each
discipline - results and progressed
recorded

L5 - Discus (see master lesson)
L6 - 300m pace setting (see master
lesson)
L7 - Relay (see master lesson)

L8 - PROGRESS TASK - Mastery
of technique and skills taught in
each discipline - results and
progressed recorded

New sport - Striking games
L1 - Rules, regulations and scoring
system - Basic throwing and catching
L2 - Fielding ground balls
L3 - Pitching/bowling



New sport - Greenhouse
basketball

Lesson plans upon request

L9 - Introduce the rules and regs.
Introduce basic skills and
techniques in isolation
L10 - Introduce the importance of a
CD.
Introduce basic skills and
techniques in isolation
L11 - Identify the definition of body
composition. Introduce basic skills
and techniques in isolation
PROGRESS TASK - Mastery of
technique and skills taught.
Isolation/conditioned
games/competitive situations. Q
AND A of theory
L12 - Close LGs. Introduce basic
skills and techniques in isolation
L13 - Revisit the definition of
aerobic fitness. Introduce basic
skills and techniques in isolation
L14 - Interleave knowledge.
Outwitting opponents using skills
and tactics
L15 PROGRESS TASK - Mastery
of technique, skills and
techniques taught.
Isolation/conditioned
games/competitive situations. Q
AND A of theory
- Interleave knowledge. Outwitting
opponents using skills and tactics

L10 - Backhand
L11 - Introduce tactics (exploiting
weaknesses, varying length and
direction

L12 - PROGRESS TASK -
Mastery of technique and skills
taught. Isolation/conditioned
games/competitive situations

L4 - PROGRESS TASK - Mastery of
technique and skills taught in each
aspect of striking games

L5 - Striking the ball
L6 - Selecting and applying correct
shots based upon fielding positions
L7 - Application in small sided
conditioned games

L8 - PROGRESS TASK - Mastery of
technique and skills taught.
Isolation/conditioned
games/competitive situations. Q
AND A of theory



Adaptations for SEND https://drive.google.com/drive/f
olders/1eez7tPli3PGKxJ2lzm4H9P
5FA0UGEfeX?usp=sharing

Students with autistic tendencies:
clarity of instruction, avoidance of
unnecessary disruption of routine.
developmental language disorder.

Multi sensory aids. Repeat
instructions and give time to answer

Students with mild to moderate
learning difficulties will have

differentiated, support, outcomes,
groups and task

https://drive.google.com/drive/
folders/1eez7tPli3PGKxJ2lzm4H9
P5FA0UGEfeX?usp=sharing

Students with autistic tendencies:
clarity of instruction, avoidance of
unnecessary disruption of routine.
developmental language disorder.

Multi sensory aids. Repeat
instructions and give time to

answer
Students with mild to moderate
learning difficulties will have
differentiated, support, outcomes,
groups and task

https://drive.google.com/drive/fo
lders/1eez7tPli3PGKxJ2lzm4H9P5F
A0UGEfeX?usp=sharing

Students with autistic tendencies:
clarity of instruction, avoidance of
unnecessary disruption of routine.

developmental language disorder.
Multi sensory aids. Repeat instructions

and give time to answer
Students with mild to moderate
learning difficulties will have
differentiated, support, outcomes,
groups and task

Opportunities to embed
Anti-racism

- Role models from diverse
backgrounds

- Breaking down stereotypes
regarding participation in
certain sports

- Referral to BLM movement
within each sport. (E.g. Kick
it out). Current affairs
regarding racism in sport.

- Role models from diverse
backgrounds - Simone
Biles

- Breaking down stereotypes
regarding participation in
certain sports

- Referral to BLM movement
within each sport. (E.g. Kick
it out).

- Current affairs regarding
racism in sport.

- Role models from diverse
backgrounds

- Breaking down stereotypes
regarding participation in
certain sports

- Referral to BLM movement
within each sport. (E.g. Kick it
out). Current affairs regarding
racism in sport.

Opportunities to embed
Anti-sexism

- Role models from all sexes
- Breaking down stereotypes

regarding participation in
certain sport

- Referral to professional
female sport. Transgender
particpation.

- Role models from all sexes
- Breaking down stereotypes

regarding participation in
certain sport

- Referral to professional
female
- sport. Transgender
particpation.

- Role models from all sexes
- Breaking down stereotypes

regarding participation in
certain sport

- Referral to professional
female
- sport. Transgender
particpation.

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1eez7tPli3PGKxJ2lzm4H9P5FA0UGEfeX?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1eez7tPli3PGKxJ2lzm4H9P5FA0UGEfeX?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1eez7tPli3PGKxJ2lzm4H9P5FA0UGEfeX?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1eez7tPli3PGKxJ2lzm4H9P5FA0UGEfeX?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1eez7tPli3PGKxJ2lzm4H9P5FA0UGEfeX?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1eez7tPli3PGKxJ2lzm4H9P5FA0UGEfeX?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1eez7tPli3PGKxJ2lzm4H9P5FA0UGEfeX?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1eez7tPli3PGKxJ2lzm4H9P5FA0UGEfeX?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1eez7tPli3PGKxJ2lzm4H9P5FA0UGEfeX?usp=sharing


Cultural
Capital/Careers/Cross
Curricular links / SMSC

- Aerobic fitness aligned with
science

- Signposted to clubs - Inside
and outside of school

- Teamwork and collaboration
- Inter and intra school

competition
- KS3 link to BTEC Sport
- Careers in sport - relate to

sport being taught

- Power = speed x strength
with science

- Signposted to clubs - Inside
and outside of school

- Teamwork and
collaboration

- Inter and intra school
competition

- KS3 link to BTEC Sport
- Careers in sport - relate to
sport being taught

- Muscles - flexion extension of
biceps, triceps, quads and
h’strings

- Signposted to clubs - Inside
and outside of school

- Teamwork and collaboration
- Inter and intra school

competition
- KS3 link to BTEC Sport

- Careers in sport - relate to
sport being taught

Students end point
(inc. assessment focus
Aut 2 & Sum 2)

AUT 2
- Practical application of skills

techniques and tactics
(ongoing assessment)

- Written task on theory
covered and submitted to
Google Classroom.

SUM 2
- Practical application of skills

techniques and tactics
(ongoing assessment)

- Written task on theory
covered and submitted to
Google Classroom.

Year: 8 Aut Spr Sum

Students’ starting point Reminders and Re cap from lessons
taught and a building block from
substantive knowledge acquired from
year 7.
All students will continue to build on
disciplinary knowledge from year 7 and
KS2.

From Yr 7 & Aut 1&2

- Developing knowledge of
skills techniques and
tactics in invasion games
(transferable skills
identified)

- Application Components
of physical fitness for
invasion games

From Y7 and Aut/Spr 1&2

- Developing knowledge of
skills techniques and
tactics in gymnastics and
net games

- Application Components
of physical fitness for
invasion games



Big concepts to learn Theory
Remember and be able to locate muscles
in the upper and lower body.

● Hamstrings
● Quadriceps
● Glutes
● Gastrocnemius
● Biceps
● Triceps

Embedding the PHYSICAL components
of fitness and their definitions start to link
to appropriate sports taken in year8.

● Cardiorespiratory endurance
● Flexibility
● Speed
● Body composition
● Muscular strength
● Muscular endurance

Practical
- Further development of skills,

techniques and tactics used in
sports to outwit opponents in
invasion games

- More advanced rules and
regulations and different aspects
of the scoring systems and
method of winning.  (see curric.
map above for sports covered)

- The importance of Teamwork
when participating in invasion
games. How to attack and defend
as a team?

- Problem solving and guided

Theory
Remember and be able to locate
muscles in the upper and lower
body.

● Pectorals
● Deltoids
● Abdominals

Embed new SKILL related
components of fitness and link to
appropriate sport that is being
undertaken:

● Balance
● Coordination
● Power

Practical
- Some compositional

ideas to improve Dance
(after school provision)

- Safety factors during
physical activity and sport
(see curric map for
current sport covered)

- Further development of
skills, techniques and
tactics in physical
activities - including
vaulting (see curric. map
above for sports covered)

- Remember how to
perform and repeat squat
on a box, tuck vault,
straddle vault and
handspring at various

Theory
Embed new SKILL related
components of fitness and link to
appropriate sport that is being
undertaken:

● Agility
● Reaction time

Introduce some methods of
training and the FITT principle
(link to current sport)

Practical

- Some compositional
ideas to improve Dance
(after school provision)

- Safety factors during
physical activity and sport
(see curric map for
current sport covered)

- Further development of
skills, techniques and
tactics in physical
activities - including
athletics and striking
games (see curric. map
above for sports covered)

- Remember how to
perform and repeat
actions and techniques
from athletics and striking

- Develop tactical
awareness and decision
making in striking games
and athletics

- To be able to evaluate a



discovery is further encouraged
- Explaining strengths and

weaknesses of individual and
team performances

heights
- Develop tactical

awareness and decision
making in net games

- To be able to evaluate a
performance providing
www and ebi’s

performance providing
www and ebi’s

Hierarchy and sequence
of constellation
knowledge
(what will be taught and
when)
Include progress tasks

Invasion Game

L1- Reminder of the  PE expectations
and the safety considerations. Fitness
testing for CV (Multi stage fitness test , sit
and reach, 20m sprint)
L2 - Consolidate the components of a
warm up. Basic skills and techniques,
Start to identify the muscles that are
being stretched during the warm up and
sport specific WU. Recap skills and
tactics employed in Yr 7.
L3 - Introduce more complex rules and
regulations. More advanced skills and
techniques developed for passing. E.g.
driven and lofted passing/pop
passing/single handed bounce pass
L4 - More advanced skills and techniques
developed for dribbling. E.g. keeping
head up, awareness of positioning,
outwitting defenders
PROGRESS TASK - Mastery of
technique and skills taught. Q AND A
of theory - FB

L5 -Close LGs. Develop defensive skills

New Sport: Greenhouse
Basketball

Lessons available upon request
Additions to the lessons include:
increase in AFL strategies and
checking for learning.
Components of PHYSICAL
fitness consolidated. Bball
specific WU. Plus progress tasks
have been added

Also…

L1- Discussion of how previously
learned skills can be transferred
into an new invasion game

L4: PROGRESS TASK -
Mastery of technique, skills
and techniques taught in
competitive

L8: PROGRESS TASK -
Mastery of technique, skills
and techniques taught in

Athletics
L1 - Aerobic fitness test and
analysis of data compared to
normative results
L1 - Introduce the different
disciplines for athletics and the
related c of Physical fitness. Shot
putt lesson (see master lesson
plan)
L2 - Sprint lesson (see master
lesson plan)
L3 - High Jump (see master
lesson plan)

L4 - PROGRESS TASK -
Mastery of technique and skills
taught in each discipline -
results and progressed
recorded

L5 - Discus (see master lesson)
L6 - 300m pace setting (see
master lesson)
L7 - Relay (see master lesson)

L8 - PROGRESS TASK -



including jockeying/block
tackles/steals/tackling
L6 - Develop shooting skills - select and
apply the correct finish - power vs.
finesse
L7 - Apply in conditioned games

L8: PROGRESS TASK - Mastery of
technique, skills and techniques
taught in competitive situations. Q
AND A of theory

Vaulting
L1- Explain the PE expectations and the
safety considerations for vaulting.
Remember a gym WU and relevant C of
F.
L2 - Introduce the rules and regulations,
scoring system and transfer K and U of
body tension and aesthetics from yr 7.
L4 - Squat on the box

L5: PROGRESS TASK - Mastery of
technique and skills taught. Q AND A
of theory - FB

L6 - Straddle vault
L7 - Tuck vault

L8 - PROGRESS TASK - Mastery of
technique, skills and techniques
taught. Q AND A of theory

competitive

New sport - Net Game
L1 - Introduce the rules and regs.
Recap/NNJR from yr 7 basic
skills and techniques in isolation
for the net game
L2 - apply basic skills in a
conditioned game
L3 - Apply basic skills in
conditioned and competitive
situations

L4 -PROGRESS TASK -
Mastery of technique and skills
taught. Q AND A of theory

L5 - Develop of shot technique
and shot selection
L6 - Doubles
L7 - Tactical application

L8 - PROGRESS TASK -
Mastery of technique, skills
and techniques taught. Q AND
A of theory

Mastery of technique and skills
taught in each discipline -
results and progressed
recorded

New sport - Striking games
L1 - Rules, regulations and
scoring system - Basic throwing
and catching
L2 - Fielding ground balls
L3 - Pitching/bowling

L4 - PROGRESS TASK -
Mastery of technique and skills
taught in each aspect of
striking games

L5 - Striking the ball
L6 - Selecting and applying
correct shots based upon fielding
positions
L7 - Application in small sided
conditioned games

L8 - PROGRESS TASK -
Mastery of technique and skills
taught. Isolation/conditioned
games/competitive situations.
Q AND A of theory



Adaptations for SEND https://drive.google.com/drive/folder
s/1libZLp62azFYpTZG17arYNVX2AVfM
8DA?usp=sharing

Teachers have to: " set suitable learning
challenges " respond to students’ diverse
learning needs, and " overcome potential
barriers to learning and assessment for
particular individuals and groups of
students.
These principles allow you to: " choose
objectives for students with SEN and/or
disabilities that are different from those of
the rest of the group, or "modify the
curriculum to remove barriers so all
students meet the same objectives.

https://drive.google.com/driv
e/folders/1libZLp62azFYpTZG1
7arYNVX2AVfM8DA?usp=shari
ng

clarity of instruction, avoidance of
unnecessary disruption of
routine.
developmental language
disorder. Multi sensory aids.
Repeat instructions and give time
to answer

https://drive.google.com/driv
e/folders/1libZLp62azFYpTZG1
7arYNVX2AVfM8DA?usp=shari
ng

Students with autistic tendencies:
clarity of instruction, avoidance
of unnecessary disruption of
routine.

developmental language
disorder. Multi sensory aids.

Repeat instructions and give time
to answer

Students with mild to moderate
learning difficulties will have
differentiated, support,
outcomes, groups and task

Opportunities to embed
Anti-racism

- Role models from diverse
backgrounds

- Breaking down stereotypes
regarding participation in certain
sports

- Referral to BLM movement within
each sport. (E.g. Kick it out).
Current affairs regarding racism in
sport.

- Role models from diverse
backgrounds

- Breaking down
stereotypes regarding
participation in certain
sports

- Athlete A
- Simone Biles story
- Colin K in black and white

- Role models from diverse
backgrounds

- Breaking down
stereotypes regarding
participation in certain
sports

- Referral to BLM
movement within each
sport. (E.g. Kick it out).
Current affairs regarding
racism in sport.

Opportunities to embed
Anti-sexism

- Role models from all genders
- Breaking down stereotypes

regarding participation in certain
sport

- Referral to professional female

- Role models from all
genders

- Breaking down
stereotypes regarding
participation in certain

- Role models from all
sexes

- Breaking down
stereotypes regarding
participation in certain

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1libZLp62azFYpTZG17arYNVX2AVfM8DA?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1libZLp62azFYpTZG17arYNVX2AVfM8DA?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1libZLp62azFYpTZG17arYNVX2AVfM8DA?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1libZLp62azFYpTZG17arYNVX2AVfM8DA?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1libZLp62azFYpTZG17arYNVX2AVfM8DA?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1libZLp62azFYpTZG17arYNVX2AVfM8DA?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1libZLp62azFYpTZG17arYNVX2AVfM8DA?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1libZLp62azFYpTZG17arYNVX2AVfM8DA?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1libZLp62azFYpTZG17arYNVX2AVfM8DA?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1libZLp62azFYpTZG17arYNVX2AVfM8DA?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1libZLp62azFYpTZG17arYNVX2AVfM8DA?usp=sharing


sport. Transgender particpation. sport
- Referral to professional

female sport.
Transgender particpation.

sport
- Referral to professional
female
- sport. Transgender
particpation.

Cultural
Capital/Careers/Cross
Curricular links / SMSC

- Aerobic fitness aligned with
science

- Signposted to clubs - Inside and
outside of school

- Teamwork and collaboration
- Inter and intra school competition
- KS3 link to BTEC Sport
- Careers in sport - relate to sport

being taught

- Aerobic fitness aligned
with science

- Signposted to clubs -
Inside and outside of
school

- Teamwork and
collaboration

- Inter and intra school
competition

- KS3 link to BTEC Sport
- Careers in sport - relate

to sport being taught

- Muscles - flexion
extension of biceps,
triceps, quads and
h’strings

- Signposted to clubs -
Inside and outside of
school

- Teamwork and
collaboration

- Inter and intra school
competition

- KS3 link to BTEC Sport
- Careers in sport - relate
to sport being taught

Students end point
(inc. assessment focus
Aut 2 & Sum 2)

- Practical application of skills
techniques and tactics (ongoing
assessment)

- Written task on theory covered
and submitted to Google Classroom.

SUM 2
- Practical application of

skills techniques and
tactics (ongoing
assessment)

- Written task on theory
covered and submitted to
Google Classroom.

Year: 9 - HNi Aut Spr Sum



Students’ starting point
From Yr 7-8

Practical

Continue to enjoy and value being
active and understand the benefits that
exercise has on their physical, mental
and social health.

Continue to develop both physical
literacy and components of fitness in
an inclusive environment

Develop competence to excel in a
broad range of physical activities

Continue to overcome challenges and
perform to their personal best

Are physically active for sustained
periods of time (150 mins of moderate
exercise)

Engage in competitive sports and
activities - Attend ex. Curric. clubs

Practical

Continue to enjoy and value being active
and understand the benefits that exercise
has on their physical, mental and social
health.

Continue to develop both physical literacy
and components of fitness in an inclusive
environment

Develop competence to excel in a broad
range of physical activities

Continue to overcome challenges and
perform to their personal best

Are physically active for sustained periods
of time (150 mins of moderate exercise)

Engage in competitive sports and activities
- Attend ex. Curric. clubs

Practical

Continue to enjoy and value being
active and understand the benefits
that exercise has on their physical,
mental and social health.

Continue to develop both physical
literacy and components of fitness in
an inclusive environment

Develop competence to excel in a
broad range of physical activities

Continue to overcome challenges
and perform to their personal best

Are physically active for sustained
periods of time (150 mins of
moderate exercise)

Engage in competitive sports and
activities - Attend ex. Curric. clubs



Big concepts to learn Theory
Remember how to develop
components of fitness through various
forms of training methods.
DEFINITION NEEDED:

- Interval training
- Fartlek training
- Flexibility training

Remember the components of a warm
up and cool down
+
Recap components of fitness that
underpin methods of training. Both
SKILL and PHYSICAL

Practical

Use a range of tactics and strategies
to overcome opponents

Develop their technique and improve
their performance

Take part in activities which present
intellectual and physical challenges
and be encouraged to work in a team,
building on trust and developing skills
to solve problems, either individually or
as a group

Analyse their performances compared
to previous ones and demonstrate
improvement to achieve their personal

Theory
Remember how to develop components of
fitness through various forms of training
methods. DEFINITION NEEDED:

- Circuit training
- Weight training
- SAQ training

Lead a sports specific WU the components
of a warm up and cool down
+

Recap components of fitness that underpin
methods of training. Both SKILL and
PHYSICAL

Practical

Use a range of tactics and strategies to
overcome opponents

Develop their technique and improve their
performance

Take part in activities which present
intellectual and physical challenges and be
encouraged to work in a team, building on
trust and developing skills to solve
problems, either individually or as a group

Analyse their performances compared to
previous ones and demonstrate
improvement to achieve their personal
best.

Theory
Remember how to develop
components of fitness through
various forms of training methods.
DEFINITION NEEDED:

- Circuit training
- Weight training
- SAQ training

Lead a sports specific WU the
components of a warm up and cool
down
+

Recap components of fitness that
underpin methods of training. Both
SKILL and PHYSICAL

Practical

Use a range of tactics and strategies
to overcome opponents

Develop their technique and improve
their performance

Take part in activities which present
intellectual and physical challenges
and be encouraged to work in a
team, building on trust and
developing skills to solve problems,
either individually or as a group

Analyse their performances
compared to previous ones and
demonstrate improvement to
achieve their personal best.



best.

Hierarchy and sequence
of constellation
knowledge
(what will be taught and
when)
Include progress tasks

Invasion Games: Football: In this unit
pupils will continue to focus on
developing, implementing and refining
team and individual game plans to
outwit opponents. - Tactics and
decision making

Teams will be expected to use core
skills and implement them in different
competitive situations. - Select and
apply with maximum certainty and min.
Amount of time and energy or both

Pupils will be expected to understand
game rules, play a number of positions
and physically exert themselves
throughout.

New sport - New Sport:
Greenhouse Basketball

Lessons available upon request

Additions to the lessons include:
increase in AFL strategies and
checking for learning. Components
of PHYSICAL and SKILL related
fitness consolidated and applied to
b’ball. Bball specific WU led by
pupils. Plus progress tasks have
been added for further AFL

Also…

L1- Discussion of how previously
learned skills can be transferred

Gymnastics - Trampolining: In this unit
pupils will use key gymnastic skills,
including, shapes, balances, rotations

Pupils will incorporate control, creativity
and aesthetics into flight based sequences.

Students will further develop an ability to
evaluate and assess movements and
sequences to produce refined outcomes.

This is developed from yr 7-8. Note jumps,
body tension and aesthetics as well as C of
F are transferred from yr 7 and 8

L1 - Health and Safety + transferable skills
+ Basic jumps maintaining balance and
centre
L2- Basic shapes

L3: PROGRESS TASK - Mastery of
technique, skills and techniques
taught in isolation - basic shapes

L4: Combining shapes in a sequence
L5: Somersault (front and back) stretch
and challenge for MA, mastery of
basics for LA

L6: PROGRESS TASK - Mastery of
technique, skills and techniques
taught in a sequence. LGs informed
and strategies provided. Links to
ASC to close gaps

New sport - Net Games

Athletics
L1 - Aerobic fitness test and
analysis of data compared to
normative results
L1 - Introduce the different
disciplines for athletics and the
related c of Physical fitness. Shot
putt lesson (see master lesson
plan)
L2 - Sprint lesson (see master
lesson plan)
L3 - High Jump (see master
lesson plan)

L4 - PROGRESS TASK -
Mastery of technique and skills
taught in each discipline -
results and progressed
recorded

L5 - Discus (see master lesson)
L6 - 300m pace setting (see
master lesson)
L7 - Relay (see master lesson)

L8 - PROGRESS TASK -
Mastery of technique and skills
taught in each discipline -
results and progressed
recorded

New sport - Striking games
L1 - Rules, regulations and
scoring system - Basic throwing



into an new invasion game

L4: PROGRESS TASK - Mastery
of technique, skills and
techniques taught in competitive
situations

L8: PROGRESS TASK - Mastery
of technique, skills and
techniques taught in competitive

Football
L1- Q and A on PE expectations and
the safety considerations. Fitness test
on aerobic fitness (+ compare to
normative data). Recap the
components of a warm up. Basic skills
and techniques
L2 - Recap basic skills and techniques,
introducing tactical understanding
when outwitting opponents. (From yr
7-8)
L3 -  Application of skills, tactics in a
competitive situation, where peer and
self assessment is used. Encourage
application in conditioned situations

L4 - PROGRESS TASK - Mastery of
technique and skills taught. Q AND
A of theory - FB

L5 - Identify the different training
methods used when training for
football + link to components of fitness.
Demonstrate when speed and agility
are useful in dribbling/jockeying
L6 - Identify muscles used in specific
sporting actions + Application of skills
and tactics in competitive situations

L1 - Setting up courts, rules and regs,
transferable skills from yr 7-8 + C of F
L2 - apply more advanced skills in a
conditioned game
L3 - Apply more advanced skills in
conditioned and competitive situations

L4 -PROGRESS TASK - Mastery of
technique and skills taught. Q AND
A of theory. How well can they apply
tactics and select and apply skills to
outwit opponents

L5 - Develop of shot technique and
shot selection
L6 - Doubles
L7 - Tactical application

PROGRESS TASK - Mastery of
technique, skills and techniques
taught. Q AND A of theory. How well
can they apply tactics and select
and apply skills to outwit opponents

and catching
L2 - Fielding ground balls
L3 - Pitching/bowling

L4 - PROGRESS TASK -
Mastery of technique and skills
taught in each aspect of
striking games

L5 - Striking the ball
L6 - Selecting and applying
correct shots based upon fielding
positions
L7 - Application in small sided
conditioned games

L8 - PROGRESS TASK -
Mastery of technique and skills
taught. Isolation/conditioned
games/competitive situations.
Q AND A of theory



L7 - Revisit tactics skills to outwit
opponents.

L8 -PROGRESS TASK - Mastery of
technique, skills and techniques
taught. Q AND A of theory - After
assessment Students know how to
close learning gaps regarding skills
and tactics to outwit opponents, and
knowledge around different training
methods.

Adaptations for SEND https://drive.google.com/drive/folde
rs/1t5wuCJB71z4tpDGkOzMSsDU
09C4aTvhz?usp=sharing

- Teachers have to: " set
suitable learning challenges
" respond to students’
diverse learning needs, and
" overcome potential
barriers to learning and
assessment for particular
individuals and groups of
students.

- These principles allow you
to: " choose objectives for
students with SEN and/or
disabilities that are different
from those of the rest of the
group, or " modify the
curriculum to remove
barriers so all students
meet the same objectives.

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1t
5wuCJB71z4tpDGkOzMSsDU09C4aTv
hz?usp=sharing

- Teachers have to: " set suitable
learning challenges " respond to
students’ diverse learning
needs, and " overcome
potential barriers to learning
and assessment for particular
individuals and groups of
students.

- These principles allow you to: "
choose objectives for students with
SEN and/or disabilities that are
different from those of the rest of the
group, or " modify the curriculum to
remove barriers so all students meet
the same objectives.

https://drive.google.com/drive/fol
ders/1t5wuCJB71z4tpDGkOzMS
sDU09C4aTvhz?usp=sharing

- Teachers have to: " set
suitable learning
challenges " respond to
students’ diverse learning
needs, and " overcome
potential barriers to
learning and assessment
for particular individuals
and groups of students.

- These principles allow
you to: " choose objectives for
students with SEN and/or
disabilities that are different from
those of the rest of the group, or "
modify the curriculum to remove
barriers so all students meet the
same objectives.

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1t5wuCJB71z4tpDGkOzMSsDU09C4aTvhz?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1t5wuCJB71z4tpDGkOzMSsDU09C4aTvhz?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1t5wuCJB71z4tpDGkOzMSsDU09C4aTvhz?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1t5wuCJB71z4tpDGkOzMSsDU09C4aTvhz?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1t5wuCJB71z4tpDGkOzMSsDU09C4aTvhz?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1t5wuCJB71z4tpDGkOzMSsDU09C4aTvhz?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1t5wuCJB71z4tpDGkOzMSsDU09C4aTvhz?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1t5wuCJB71z4tpDGkOzMSsDU09C4aTvhz?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1t5wuCJB71z4tpDGkOzMSsDU09C4aTvhz?usp=sharing


Opportunities to embed
Anti-racism

- Role models from diverse
backgrounds

- Breaking down stereotypes
regarding participation in
certain sports

- Referral to BLM movement
within each sport. (E.g. Kick
it out). Current affairs
regarding racism in sport.

- Role models from diverse
backgrounds

- Breaking down stereotypes
regarding participation in certain
sports

- Referral to BLM movement
within each sport. (E.g. Kick it out).
Current affairs regarding racism in
sport.

- Role models from diverse
backgrounds

- Breaking down
stereotypes regarding
participation in certain
sports

- Referral to BLM
movement within each sport.
(E.g. Kick it out). Current affairs
regarding racism in sport.

Opportunities to embed
Anti-sexism

- Role models from all
genders

- Breaking down stereotypes
regarding participation in
certain sport

- Referral to professional
female sport. Transgender
particpation.

- Role models from all genders
- Breaking down stereotypes

regarding participation in certain
sport

- Referral to professional female
sport. Transgender particpation.

- Role models from all
genders

- Breaking down
stereotypes regarding
participation in certain
sport

- Referral to professional
female sport. Transgender
particpation.

Cultural
Capital/Careers/Cross
Curricular links / SMSC

- Aerobic fitness aligned with
science

- Signposted to clubs - Inside
and outside of school

- Teamwork and collaboration
- Inter and intra school

competition
- KS3 link to BTEC Sport
- Careers in sport - relate to

sport being taught

- Aerobic fitness aligned with
science

- Signposted to clubs - Inside and
outside of school

- Teamwork and collaboration
- Inter and intra school

competition
- KS3 link to BTEC Sport
- Careers in sport - relate to sport

being taught

- Aerobic fitness aligned
with science

- Signposted to clubs -
Inside and outside of
school

- Teamwork and
collaboration

- Inter and intra school
competition

- KS3 link to BTEC Sport
- Careers in sport - relate to

sport being taught

Students end point
(inc. assessment focus
Aut 2 & Sum 2)

AUT 2
- Practical application of skills

techniques and tactics

SUM 2
- Practical application of

skills techniques and



(ongoing assessment)
- Written task on theory

covered. First half of lesson

tactics (ongoing
assessment)

- Written task on theory
covered. First half of lesson

Year: 10 BTEC SPORT - MOd Aut Spr Sum

Students’ starting point Students will have the
prerequisite knowledge from yr7
to yr 9 that will aid and assist
them throughout the course.

Knowledge from unit 2 to aid
learning of unit 6

Big concepts to learn Unit 2 BTEC Sports Practical
Sports Performance.

A understand the rules,
regulations and scoring systems
for selected sports
B practically demonstrate skills,
techniques and tactics in
selected sports
C be able to review sports
performance.

Learning aim B: Practically
demonstrate skills, techniques
and tactics in selected sports

Unit 6 BTEC Leading a sports
activity./Unit 2 BTEC Sports
Practical Sports Performance.

A know the attributes associated
with successful sports leadership
B undertake the planning and
leading of sports activities
C review the planning and
leading of sports activities.

Hierarchy and sequence of
constellation knowledge
(what will be taught and when)
Include progress tasks

Learning aim A: Understand the
rules, regulations and scoring
systems for selected sports.

Topic A.1 Rules (or laws) Rules
(or laws) as regulated by the
national or international
governing body for the sport. For

Topic B.2 Technical demands
These are the skills and
techniques required. For
example, continuous skills (such
as running), serial skills (such as
high jump), discrete skills (such
as a golf swing), movement, use
of equipment, communication,



example, the Fédération
Internationale de Football
Association (FIFA) laws of
football, the International Rugby
Board (IRB) laws of rugby, the
Badminton World Federation
(BWF) rules of badminton, and
the International Orienteering
Federation (IOF) rules of
orienteering.

Topic A.2 Regulations For
example, relating to players and
participants, equipment, playing
surface, facilities, health and
safety, time, officials (referee,
umpire, judge, starter,
timekeeper).

Topic A.3 Scoring systems For
example, the method of scoring
goals or points, method and/or
requirements of victory.

Topic A.4 Application of the
rules/laws of sports in different
situations For example, when a
goal is scored when a player is in
an offside position in football, leg
before wicket (lbw) in cricket,
charging in lead up to scoring in
basketball, forward pass resulting
in a try in rugby.

Topic A.6 Roles of officials For
example, the roles of umpires,
referees, referees’ assistants,
judges, timekeeper, starters,

other demands specific to sport.
Topic B.3 Tactical demands
● Decision making and strategies
to overcome an opponent,
including using personal
strengths.
● Use of relevant tactics, e.g.
defending and attacking, choice
and use of shots or strokes,
variation, conditions, use of
space, other demands specific to
sport. Topic B.4 Safe and
appropriate participation
● The demonstration of skills,
techniques and tactics within a
controlled environment, for
example no competition, drills,
set plays.
● Adhere to ‘rules’, health and
safety guidelines, and consider
appropriate risk management
strategies in physical activity and
sport. Topic B.5 Relevant skills
and techniques The skills and
techniques relevant to the
selected sport and practice. Topic
B.6 Relevant tactics The tactics
relevant to the selected sport and
practice/situation.

Topic A.1: Sports Leaders
For example, sports coaches,
fitness instructors, school/college
coaches, local club
coaches, national club coaches,
amateur coaches.
Topic A.2: Attributes
● Skills (communication,



table officials, third umpire, fourth
official.
Topic A.7 Responsibilities of
officials For example,
appearance, equipment, fitness,
qualifications, interpretation and
application of rules, control of
players, accountability to
spectators, health and safety
(equipment, facilities, players),
fair play, use of technology,
effective communication (voice,
whistle, signals).

PROGRESS TASK
Students will have opportunities
to do practical sports alongside
the theory to embed the practical
knowledge with the theory.

Topic B.1 Components of
physical fitness
● aerobic endurance: (the ability
of the cardiorespiratory system to
work efficiently, supplying
nutrients and oxygen to working
muscles during sustained
physical activity)
● muscular endurance: (the
ability of the muscular system to
work efficiently, where a muscle
can continue contracting over a
period of time against a light to
moderate fixed resistance load)
● flexibility: (having an adequate
range of motion in all joints of the
body; the ability to move a joint

organisation of equipment,
knowledge).
● § Advanced skills (activity
structure, target setting, use of
language, evaluation).
● Qualities (appearance,
enthusiasm, confidence).
● § Additional qualities
(leadership style, motivation,
humour, personality).
Topic A.3: Responsibilities
● Core responsibilities
(professional conduct, health and
safety, equality).
● § Wider responsibilities
(insurance, child protection, legal
obligations, ethics and
values, rules and regulations).



fluidly through its complete range
of movement)
● speed: (distance divided by the
time taken. Speed is measured in
metres per second (m/s). The
faster an athlete runs over a
given distance, the greater their
speed)
● muscular strength: (the
maximum force (in kg or N) that
can be generated by a muscle or
muscle group)
● body composition: (the relative
ratio of fat mass to fat-free mass
(vital organs, muscle, bone) in
the body)
● The application of the
components of fitness to a
chosen sport. o For example,
football requires foot speed and
muscular strength to allow the
player to reach the ball before
their opponent and hold them off
the ball to keep possession. o
For example, long distance
running requires good aerobic
endurance to supply oxygen and
nutrients to working muscles
during a race as well as a low
body composition to ensure fat
mass is low so that the distance
can be covered more easily.

Adaptations for SEND The unit has been adapted into a
booklet to help guide the
students and break down each
criteria for ease and

-Breaking down tasks into small,
manageable chunks.

-Possibility to do performance



understanding.

Key words and examples will
also be provided for students.

- Teachers have to: " set
suitable learning
challenges " respond to
students’ diverse learning
needs, and " overcome
potential barriers to
learning and assessment
for particular individuals
and groups of students.

- These principles allow
you to: " choose
objectives for students
with SEN and/or
disabilities that are
different from those of the
rest of the group, or "
modify the curriculum to
remove barriers so all
students meet the same
objectives.

tasks during break/lunchtime

-Keywords displayed on the
presentation/board during the
lesson/task

Opportunities to embed
Anti-racism

- Role models from diverse
backgrounds

- Breaking down
stereotypes regarding
participation in certain
sports

- Referral to BLM
movement within each
sport. (E.g. Kick it out).
Current affairs regarding
racism in sport.

- Role models from diverse
backgrounds

- Breaking down
stereotypes regarding
participation in certain
sports

- Referral to BLM
movement within each
sport. (E.g. Kick it out).
Current affairs regarding
racism in sport.



Opportunities to embed
Anti-sexism

- Role models from all
genders

- Breaking down
stereotypes regarding
participation in certain
sport

- Referral to professional
female sport.
Transgender particpation.

- Role models from all
genders

- Breaking down
stereotypes regarding
participation in certain
sport

- Referral to professional
female sport. Transgender
particpation.

Cultural Capital/Careers/Cross
Curricular links / SMSC

Students will begin to look at
what careers are available within
the sports industry.

This will link with LBTS5 days run
for KS4 based around careers.

Students will begin to look at
what careers are available within
the sports industry.

This will link with LBTS5 days run
for KS4 based around careers.

Students end point
(inc. assessment focus Aut 2 &
Sum 2)

Internally assessed course work
unit that will be modified by the
verifier. As per the assessment
plan

Internally assessed course work
unit that will be modified by the
verifier. As per the assessment
plan



Year: 10 and 11 CORE PE Aut Spr Sum

Students’ starting point Students will have the
prerequisite knowledge from yr7
to yr 9 that will aid and assist
them with the continuation of
CORE PE and healthy lifestyles

Metacognition

Students will have started to
develop an understanding of their
preferences when it comes to
PA. They will be taking
responsibility for meeting the
targets for PA as per Gov. rec.

Big concepts to learn Students will develop a variety of
tactics and strategies to
overcome opponents in team and
individual games

Develop their technique and
improve their performance in
other competitive sports

Evaluate their performances
compared to previous ones and
demonstrate improvement across
a range of physical activities to
achieve their personal best

Continue to take part regularly in
competitive sports and activities
outside school through
community links or sports clubs.

Understand the importance of a
health active lifestyle and take
responsibility for leading one

Unit 6 BTEC Leading a sports
activity./Unit 2 BTEC Sports
Practical Sports Performance.

A know the attributes associated
with successful sports leadership
B undertake the planning and
leading of sports activities
C review the planning and
leading of sports activities.

Hierarchy and sequence of
constellation knowledge
(what will be taught and when)

Student Agency
Students to choose an invasion
game via Google Classroom

Student Agency
Students to choose a method of
training

Student Agency
Students to choose a bat and ball
game



Include progress tasks
L1 - Skill refinement
L2 - Skill refinement
L3 - Skill refinement
L4: PROGRESS TASK -
Mastery of technique and skills
taught. Q AND A of theory.
L5: Application of tactics
L6: Application of tactics
L7: Application of tactics
L8: PROGRESS TASK -
Mastery of technique and skills
taught. Q AND A of theory.

Student Agency - Students to
choose a net game

L1 - Skill refinement
L2 - Skill refinement
L3 - Skill refinement
L4: PROGRESS TASK -
Mastery of technique and skills
taught. Q AND A of theory.
L5: Application of tactics
L6: Application of tactics
L7: Application of tactics
L8: PROGRESS TASK -
Mastery of technique and skills
taught. Q AND A of theory.

L1 - Skill refinement
L2 - Skill refinement
L3 - Skill refinement
L4: Progress task
L5: Application of tactics
L6: Application of tactics
L7: Application of tactics
L8: Progress task

Student Agency - Students to
choose an athletic activity

L1 - Skill refinement
L2 - Skill refinement
L3 - Skill refinement
L4: PROGRESS TASK -
Mastery of technique and skills
taught. Q AND A of theory.
L5: Application of tactics
L6: Application of tactics
L7: Application of tactics
L8: PROGRESS TASK -
Mastery of technique and skills
taught. Q AND A of theory.

L1 - Skill refinement
L2 - Skill refinement
L3 - Skill refinement
L4: Progress task
L5: Application of tactics
L6: Application of tactics
L7: Application of tactics
L8: Progress task

Student Agency: Students to
choose any activity

L1 - Skill refinement
L2 - Skill refinement
L3 - Skill refinement
L4: PROGRESS TASK -
Mastery of technique and skills
taught. Q AND A of theory.
L5: Application of tactics
L6: Application of tactics
L7: Application of tactics
L8: PROGRESS TASK -
Mastery of technique and skills
taught. Q AND A of theory.

Year: 11 BTEC Sport - HNI Aut Spr Sum

Students’ starting point Year 11 pupils completing this
course will participate in both



practical and theoretical lessons
to develop a knowledge and
understanding of sport,
leadership, health and fitness.
Autumn term will include an
online assessment, and is
graded at Pass, Merit, Distinction
and Distinction*

Big concepts to learn Unit 1 learning aims: A. Know
about the components of fitness
and the principles of training. B.
Explore different fitness training
methods. C. C-investigate fitness
testing to determine fitness levels

Unit 3

This unit is all about you, the
individual performer, training to
improve and enhance personal
fitness for one activity/sport you
participated in for Unit 2:
Practical Performance in Sport

A design a personal fitness
training programme

B know about the
musculoskeletal system and
cardiorespiratory system and the
effects on the body during fitness
training

Unit 3

C implement a self-designed
personal fitness training
programme to achieve own goals
and objectives

D review a personal fitness
training programme.

Hierarchy and sequence of
constellation knowledge
(what will be taught and when)
Include progress tasks

L1: Components of physical
fitness:

L2: Components of skill-related
fitness:

L3: Why fitness components are
important for successful
participation in given sports in
terms of
L4: Exercise intensity and how it

Topic A.1 Personal information to
aid training programme design

L1: Personal goals: specific,
measurable, achievable, realistic,
time-related, exciting, recorded
(SMARTER):

L2: Short-term goals (set over a
short period of time, between one
day and one month)



can be determined

L5: The basic principles of
training (FITT):

PROGRESS TASK - Knowledge &
understanding of content taught.
Q AND A of theory - FB + written
assessment

L6: Additional principles of
training

L7: Requirements for each of the
following fitness training methods

L8: Additional requirements for
each of the fitness training
methods

L9: Fitness training methods

L10: Importance of fitness testing
to sports performers and
coaches

L11: Requirements for
administration of each fitness test

L12: Interpretation of fitness test
results

PROGRESS TASK - Knowledge &
understanding of content taught.
Q AND A of theory - FB + written
assessment

L3: medium-term goals (should
give progressive support towards
achievement of long-term goals)

L4: long-term goals (what they
want to achieve in the long term,
and the best way of doing this).

L5: Aims (details of what they
would like to achieve for the
selected activity/sport).

L6: PROGRESS TASK -
Knowledge & understanding of
content taught. Q AND A of theory
- FB + written assessment

L7: Objectives (how they intend
to meet their aims using an
appropriate component of fitness
and method of training).

L8: Lifestyle and physical activity
history. Medical history
questionnaire. Attitudes, the mind
and personal motivation for
training.

L9: Programme design - Use
personal information to aid
training programme design.

L10: Selection of appropriate
training method/activity for
improving/maintaining the
selected component of fitness,
e.g. flexibility, strength, muscular



endurance and power, aerobic
endurance, speed.

L11: Safe design: appropriate
method/selection of an
appropriate combination of
activities to meet personal
training needs, goals, aims and
objectives.
L:12 PROGRESS TASK -
Knowledge & understanding of
content taught. Q AND A of theory
- FB + written assessment

L13: Application of the basic
principles of training - Frequency,
Intensity, Time and Type (FITT).

L14: Application of the additional
principles of training.

L15: Selection of appropriate
activities for warm-up (light,
continuous physical activity to
prepare the body for exercise).

L16: Selection of appropriate
activities for cool down (light,
continuous physical activity to
reduce heart rate, remove lactic
acid and prevent blood pooling).

L17: Creative design:
consideration given to
prevent/avoid barriers to training
occurring
L18: Intensity: o target zones and
training thresholds (calculating



and applying maximum heart rate
(HR max) to training):

L:19 PROGRESS TASK -
Knowledge & understanding of
content taught. Q AND A of theory
- FB + written assessment

L20: HR max = 220 – age (years)
o 60–85% o Borg Rating of
Perceived Exertion (RPE) Scale
(1970) (6–20)

Learning aim B:

L21: Musculoskeletal system ●
Location of the major muscles:
deltoid, biceps, triceps, pectoralis
major, latissimus dorsi, external
obliques, gluteus maximus,
quadriceps, hamstrings,
gastrocnemius and tibialis
anterior. ● Location of the major
bones: cranium, clavicle,
scapula, ribs, sternum, humerus,
radius, ulna, pelvis, femur,
patella, tibia, fibula,

L22: Structure and function of the
synovial joints at the hip,
shoulder, knee, elbow.

L23:  Short-term effects of fitness
training on the musculoskeletal
system: o the use of a warm-up
and flexibility exercises

L24: Cardiorespiratory system ●



Structures of the cardiovascular
system: - Structures of the
respiratory system: lungs,
bronchi, bronchioles, alveoli,
diaphragm.

L25: ● Short-term effects of
fitness training on the
cardiorespiratory system

Adaptations for SEND - Teachers have to: " set
suitable learning
challenges " respond to
students’ diverse learning
needs, and " overcome
potential barriers to
learning and assessment
for particular individuals
and groups of students.

- These principles allow
you to: " choose
objectives for students
with SEN and/or
disabilities that are
different from those of the
rest of the group, or "
modify the curriculum to
remove barriers so all
students meet the same
objectives.

- Teachers have to: " set
suitable learning
challenges " respond to
students’ diverse learning
needs, and " overcome
potential barriers to
learning and assessment
for particular individuals
and groups of students.

Opportunities to embed
Anti-racism

- Role models from diverse
backgrounds

- Breaking down
stereotypes regarding
participation in certain
sports

- Role models from diverse
backgrounds

- Breaking down
stereotypes regarding
participation in certain
sports

- Role models from diverse
backgrounds

- Breaking down
stereotypes regarding
participation in certain
sports



- Referral to BLM
movement within each
sport. (E.g. Kick it out).
Current affairs regarding
racism in sport.

- Referral to BLM
movement within each
sport. (E.g. Kick it out).
Current affairs regarding
racism in sport.

- Referral to BLM
movement within each
sport. (E.g. Kick it out).
Current affairs regarding
racism in sport.

Opportunities to embed
Anti-sexism

- Role models from all
genders

- Breaking down
stereotypes regarding
participation in certain
sport

- Referral to professional
female sport.
Transgender particpation.

- Role models from all
genders

- Breaking down
stereotypes regarding
participation in certain
sport

- Referral to professional
female sport. Transgender
particpation.

- Role models from all
genders

- Breaking down
stereotypes regarding
participation in certain
sport

- Referral to professional
female sport. Transgender
particpation.

Cultural Capital/Careers/Cross
Curricular links / SMSC

- Aerobic fitness aligned
with science

- Signposted to clubs -
Inside and outside of
school

- Teamwork and
collaboration

- Inter and intra school
competition

- KS3 link to BTEC Sport
- Careers in sport - relate

to sport being taught

- Aerobic fitness aligned
with science

- Signposted to clubs -
Inside and outside of
school

- Teamwork and
collaboration

- Inter and intra school
competition

- KS3 link to BTEC Sport
- Careers in sport - relate
to sport being taught

- Aerobic fitness aligned
with science

- Signposted to clubs -
Inside and outside of
school

- Teamwork and
collaboration

- Inter and intra school
competition

- KS3 link to BTEC Sport
- Careers in sport - relate
to sport being taught

Students end point
(inc. assessment focus Aut 2 &
Sum 2)

AUT 2
- The unit is externally

assessed using an
onscreen test – Pearson
sets and marks the test.
The assessment must be
taken by the learner

- Sum 2
- The unit is externally
assessed using an onscreen test
– Pearson sets and marks the
test. The assessment must be
taken by the learner under
examination conditions.



under examination
conditions.

Year: 13 - HNi Aut Spr Sum

Students’ starting point Learners explore client screening
and lifestyle assessment, fitness
training methods and fitness
programming to support
improvements in a client’s health
and well-being.

Learners produce an
investigative report into different
careers and the related
professional development
requirements in the sports
industry. You will need to
consider industry standards,
professional requirements,
career/job progressions and
regulatory bodies in two different
careers.

Big concepts to learn - Demonstrate knowledge
and understanding of the
effects of lifestyle choices
on an individual’s health
and well-being

- Apply knowledge and
understanding of fitness
principles and theory,
lifestyle modification
techniques, nutritional
requirements and training
methods to an individual’s

- Understand the career
and job opportunities in
the sports
industryUnderstand the
career and job
opportunities in the sports
industry

- Explore own skills using a
skills audit to inform a
career development



needs and goals

- Analyse and interpret
screening information
relating to an individual’s
lifestyle questionnaire and
health monitoring tests -

- Evaluate qualitative and
quantitative evidence to
make informed
judgements about how an
individual’s health and
well-being could be
improved

- Be able to develop a
fitness training
programme with
appropriate justification

action plan

- Undertake a recruitment
activity to demonstrate
the processes that can
lead to a successful job
offer in a selected career
pathway

- Reflect on the recruitment
and selection process
and your individual
performance.

Hierarchy and sequence of
constellation knowledge
(what will be taught and when)
Include progress tasks

L1: Positive lifestyle factors and
their effects on health and
well-being

L2: Negative lifestyle factors and
their effects on health and
well-being

L3: Lifestyle modification
techniques

L4: Screening Processes

L5: Health monitoring tests

L6: Interpreting the results of
health monitoring tests

1) Explain the development
pathway into a selected
career in the sports
industry.

2) Explain how selected sports
industry career matches
own personal skills audit
outcomes.

PROGRESS TASK - Knowledge &
understanding of content taught.
Q AND A of theory - FB + written
assessment

3) Develop a career



PROGRESS TASK - Knowledge &
understanding of content taught.
Q AND A of theory - FB + written
assessment

L7:Understand programme-related
nutritional needs, common
terminology

L8: Components of a balanced diet

L9: Nutritional strategies for
individuals taking part in training
programmes

L10: Examine training methods for
different components of fitness ,
understand the components of
fitness to be trained

L11:Skill-related fitness

L12: Training methods for physical
fitness-related components

L13: Training methods for
skill-related fitness components

L14: Understand training programme
design. Principles of fitness training
programme design

PROGRESS TASK - Knowledge &
understanding of content taught.
Q AND A of theory - FB + written
assessment

development action plan, to
meet the requirements of
intended sports career using
skills audit outcomes.

4) Prepare appropriate
documentation for use in
selection and recruitment
activities.

PROGRESS TASK - Knowledge &
understanding of content taught.
Q AND A of theory - FB + written
assessment

5) Participate in the selection
interviews and activities as
an interviewee.

6) Review own performance in
role in the interviewing
activities, supported by an
updated SWOT analysis.

PROGRESS TASK - Knowledge &
understanding of content taught.
Q AND A of theory - FB + written
assessment

Adaptations for SEND - Teachers have to: " set
suitable learning

- Teachers have to: " set
suitable learning



challenges " respond to
students’ diverse learning
needs, and " overcome
potential barriers to
learning and assessment
for particular individuals
and groups of students.

- These principles allow
you to: " choose
objectives for students
with SEN and/or
disabilities that are
different from those of the
rest of the group, or "
modify the curriculum to
remove barriers so all
students meet the same
objectives.

challenges " respond to
students’ diverse learning
needs, and " overcome
potential barriers to
learning and assessment
for particular individuals
and groups of students.

- These principles allow
you to: " choose objectives for
students with SEN and/or
disabilities that are different from
those of the rest of the group, or "
modify the curriculum to remove
barriers so all students meet the
same objectives.

Opportunities to embed
Anti-racism

- Role models from diverse
backgrounds

- Breaking down
stereotypes regarding
participation in certain
sports

- Referral to BLM
movement within each
sport. (E.g. Kick it out).
Current affairs regarding
racism in sport.

- Role models from diverse
backgrounds

- Breaking down
stereotypes regarding
participation in certain
sports

- Referral to BLM
movement within each sport.
(E.g. Kick it out). Current affairs
regarding racism in sport.

Opportunities to embed
Anti-sexism

- Role models from all
genders

- Breaking down
stereotypes regarding
participation in certain
sport

- Role models from all
genders

- Breaking down
stereotypes regarding



- Referral to professional
female sport.
Transgender particpation.

participation in certain
sport

- Referral to professional
female sport. Transgender
particpation.

Cultural Capital/Careers/Cross
Curricular links / SMSC

- Signposted to clubs -
Inside and outside of
school

- Teamwork and
collaboration

- Inter and intra school
competition

- Careers in sport - relate
to sport being taught

- Signposted to clubs -
Inside and outside of
school

- Teamwork and
collaboration

- Inter and intra school
competition

- Careers in sport - relate
to sport being taught

Students end point
(inc. assessment focus Aut 2 &
Sum 2)

AUT 2
- The unit is externally

assessed using a written
examination – Pearson
sets and marks the test.
The assessment must be
taken by the learner
under examination
conditions. Learners will
be able to bring notes into
the exam (4 sides of A4)

AUT 2
- The unit is externally
assessed using a written
examination – Pearson sets and
marks the test. The assessment
must be taken by the learner
under examination conditions.
Learners will be able to bring
notes into the exam (4 sides of
A4)


